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Philosophy: to follow a ‘skater first’

philosophy for decision–making to

ensure that the needs of our skaters

are the primary driving force for

outcomes made within the Club 
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About Our
Club

MOTTO:
'PASSION
LIVES HERE'

2022



Our vision is to be a wolrd-class

skating centre for the entire

community

Vision

Mission
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2022

Inspiring a lifelong passion for

excellence through skating
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Executive

Director &

President's Report

In April of 2021, the world was still in the midst of the pandemic. Sports and recreation programs

were not able to operate due to public health restrictions. KWSC’s competitive skaters were

attending online fitness classes to keep them physically fit and the Club arranged for a workshop

for their mental health. Coaches and Office staff did all we could to stay connected in our skating

community. The Re-Opening Plans came to fruition in mid-July. Like the first summer of the

pandemic, the CFSC rink was full of skaters seven days a week as family travel plans continued to

be impacted by COVID-19. STAR and Competitive Skaters were back to the rink with limited

numbers in the summer. To raise spirits, the Club welcomed Olympic hopefuls to the rink for an

exciting workshop with our competitive skaters. Power skaters also used the ice for private lessons

much more than pre-pandemic times as city hockey programs suffered due to public health

restrictions. 

The Club’s Board and COVID-19 Oversight Committee made many tough decisions throughout the

year with the health and safety of our skaters, coaches and their families at the forefront. We

“pivoted” and planned more than we ever knew we could. We followed our “skater first” philosophy

in all these decisions to protect children who could not yet be vaccinated. Public Health advice and

restrictions changed many times throughout the year. There were COVID-19 updates regularly.

Through it all, the Club followed the cities of Kitchener and Waterloo, Skate Ontario, and Waterloo

Region Public Health Authorities. I am grateful for their guidance and educational resources.

COVID-19 caused another closure of the rinks for the month of January. Online fitness classes

continued and the excitement of the Winter Olympics drew new interest in learning to skate. By

March of 2022, most public health restrictions were lifted, but many skating families continued to

take precautions to protect each other as the virus continued to spread.

 

The Board set a Recovery Plan for 2021-2023 with three main goals:

1) Rebuild and maintain skating programs;

2) Create an environment that attracts and retains skaters, coaches, staff and volunteers;

3) Continue as a viable and agile club by following best organizational practices. 

Program Goals: Despite the fact that the Club was only open for seven and a half months of the

year, the Club was able to welcome almost 2,000 skaters, compared to 2,700 in pre-COVID times.

Registrations increased by 6%. The Ontario Trillium Foundation provided a grant, which the Club

used to maintain and rebuild the CanSkate program. Prices remained low for our families while

they dealt with record inflation on their other expenses.

Recovering from the Pandemic
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Families were accessing financial assistance for skater three times more than pre-COVID.

CanSkate and Power programs filled up to capacity through the year. 

Environment Goals: Retention of STAR/Comp skaters increased from 66% in 2020-21 to 75% in

2021-22. Several factors contributed to this; the dedication of the coaches and the Club in

staying engaged with skaters during shutdowns, as well as Gold Groups starting again in

CanSkate programs in the fall of 2021, which leads to more skaters joining the pathway to figure

skating development programs. During closures, online fitness classes brought members

together. With this renewed focus on fitness as part of the training program, the injury rate was

cut in half last year – compared to pre-pandemic numbers. 

Best Practices: In the Spring, the Club achieved CanSkate Excellence (Exceeded) designation

from Skate Ontario. Thanks to Pat teBoekhorst, the Club’s Technical Director who designed the

two year process to put the Club in the right position to receive this honour. Social media

followers continued to increase as we communicated health and safety messages along with

celebrating the successes of our skaters. Many policies and procedures were created or

updated through the year. In times when things were changing all around us, these kept

communication clear. With the support of the City of Waterloo and the federal government

COVID relief grants, our finances weathered the storm as well. 

Special thanks to Pat teBoekhorst who will be retiring this year. She has been a shining light of

positivity, the mother of the Club, and a listening ear for many parents and coaches. She will be

sorely missed at KWSC.

Through the year, the skating community at KWSC has continued to encourage and celebrate

each other, change direction quickly as required, and most of all - put health and safety first. We

want to sincerely thank the Board of Directors, the office and Athletic Centre staff teams, and

the many coaches who have demonstrated leadership and teamwork to navigate through

another year of disruptions. We continue to focus on the successes of our skaters to bring us

together. 

This wonderful Club, and the fabulous people within it, kept us going this past year when times

got tough. Seeing the joy the Club brings to so many has been our motivation. May patience,

perseverance, and kindness prevail. 

Sincerely,

Debra Brown, Executive Director & Mary Ann Winterhalt, President of the Board
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Technical

Director's 

Report

The past two years has truly tested the resilience of the staff, coaches and members at

KWSC. We dealt with another lockdown in January of 2021 as well as spring into late July.

Throughout these interruptions, the staff managed to keep KWSC skaters engaged. Brooke

Jacobson organized an outdoor Strava challenge with members and coaches, along with

online fitness incentives.

You will see that the growth within the club has increased exponentially despite the

shortened year of training. We have rebounded back to a normal yearly plan and we are

currently working on transitioning many new skaters into our star programs.

The Dance program has doubled over the last 16 months with many new talented dance

teams. Our synchronized skating program suffered the most throughout this pandemic as the

“no-touch” protocols hindered the training immensely. Becky and her teams persevered and

our synchro programs are looking very strong for next season.

Twin City Hockey Skating School has been extremely successful throughout the pandemic.

Although many of our group programs were not allowed to operate, we found that open

power sessions generated significant revenues for the club. This resulted in our power skating

programs selling out.

It is key to note that as we grow, we will need to onboard new coaches at the Regional,

Provincial, and National levels to provide training for our up and coming athletes. In addition

to on ice training, we have researched new and innovative ways for facilitating off ice fitness.

Despite the interruptions and lack of competition opportunities for many of our skaters, we

had significant KWSC representation at Sectionals, Challenge, Nationals and Provincials.

Many of these skaters qualified for the Skate Ontario Provincial Development Team.

We are proud to report that we have incorporated nine KWSC skaters into our coaching staff,

with another six attending the June 2022 Skate Ontario course. It has always been my vision

to continue the cycle of skaters giving back to their KWSC community.

Pathway to Success Post Pandemic
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In closing, I am very optimistic for the future of the KWSC club. Our staff continues to strive for

excellence and work towards developing an excellent training centre. I would also like to

thank the KWSC board, staff, and coaches that have welcomed me and supported my journey

as Technical Director. It has truly been a wonderful four and a half years. 

Yours in skating.

Pat teBoekhorst

KWSC Technical Director
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Competitions &

Events
Competition Results (Click Here)
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http://www.kwsc.org/news/results/


Competitions &

Events
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KWSC Programs
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KWSC Programs
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# of Skaters by City # of Skaters per Program
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per Program
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A general profile of our membership and programs from

April 2021 - March 2022

A Year in Review

# of rinks

where KWSC

operates
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Financial
Assistance

As the pandemic moved into another year, KWSC continued to recognize the

financial strain many families were placed under. Our team worked with numerous

partners to ensure families could navigate the process of accessing financial

assistance in order to participate in our programs. In the Fall/Winter of 2021/22

(our Club's only regular seasons since spring 2021) we funded 42 families. 

Compared to prior years, the demand for funding has doubled. 

KWSC is Committed to Supporting Families Access

Skating Programs
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Follow us on
Social Media!

@kwskatingclub

716 Followers

@kwskatingclub

1086 Followers* 
*Doubled since May 2018

@kwskatingclub

1693 Followers
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Leave us a review!



Sponsors &

Partners
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Thank You!

Address
2001 University Avenue East, Suite 101

Waterloo, Ontario N2K 4K4

Telephone

519-886-5972 ext. 229

Website

www.kwsc.org

As a not-for-profit organization, our club relies on the help,

hard-work, sacrifices, and enthusiasm of many dedicated

volunteers who show up to assist with test days,

competitions, Board meetings, special events, CanSkate,

and more! 

Thank you to all our volunteers for your time and personal

contributions. YOU make a difference to all of our skaters

and families!
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